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(57) ABSTRACT 
A multi-chip device which includes a plurality of integrated 
circuit die disposed one over another. Each integrated circuit 
die includes one or a plurality of bond pads. One or a plurality 
of conductors are disposed to electrically couple the bond 
pads of Vertically adjacent integrated circuit die. Each con 
ductor is designed, calculated, specified and/or predeter 
mined to have a length so as to behave as a segment in a 
multi-drop transmission line. The multi-drop transmission 
line may be terminated at one end or utilized in a flow-through 
approach. In one embodiment, an integrated circuit die may 
be horizontally offset with respect to a vertically adjacent 
integrated circuit die to expose the periphery region. In 
another embodiment, each integrated circuit die may be 
stacked and aligned in a vertical column. In this embodiment, 
a spacer Such as a thermally conductive spacer is disposed 
between each integrated circuit die in the stack. In yet another 
embodiment, two or more stacks of integrated circuit die are 
disposed in the multi-chip device and the one or more multi 
drop transmission lines may be implemented in the flow 
through approach. The plurality of integrated circuit die may 
comprise a plurality of memory devices, or a plurality of 
memory devices and a controller, or a plurality of controllers 
and a plurality of memory devices. 

101 Claims, 14 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DEVICE HAVING 
STACKED DES AND IMPEDANCE 
BALANCED TRANSMISSION LINES 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a multi-chip or stacked integrated 
circuit (IC) die device. More specifically, this invention is 
directed toward a multi-chip device having a plurality of IC 
die, for example, a plurality of memory die, a controller die 
and memory die, or a processor, controller and plurality of 
memory die. 
One conventional technique employed to provide greater 

IC densification includes incorporating several IC die into a 
single package. There is demand for larger IC densification to 
more fully utilize system layout space for applications such as 
portable computers and cell phones. An attractive solution is 
offered by vertical integration of IC die. That is, a three 
dimensional approach where IC die are disposed one on top of 
another to more fully utilize a vertical dimension. 

With reference to FIG. 1, a conventional multi-chip device 
100 having a plurality of IC die 110 and 120 disposed one on 
top of another is illustrated. IC die 110 is stacked on top of IC 
die 120 which is disposed on base or substrate 130. A plurality 
of bond wires 140a-140d electrically couple pads disposed on 
IC die 110 to pads disposed on IC die 120. Similarly, a 
plurality of bond wires 150a-15m electrically couple pads 
disposed on IC die 120 to pads disposed on base 130. 
The physical configuration of multi-chip device 100 tends 

to relax demands on system layout space. By disposing the IC 
die (e.g., memory die) vertically, only a single IC die footprint 
is required thereby resulting in a reduction in System layout 
space from a lateral or horizontal perspective Signal lines 
140a-140d for example, control lines and address/clock lines 
are routed vertically between the IC die 110 and 120. 

Contemporary stacked die configurations tend to minimize 
the length of the signal line path. That is, the contemporary 
approach for stacked die configurations, is to minimize the 
electrical path length of the signal lines. A stacked die con 
figuration which seeks to minimize the length of the signal 
lines is described and illustrated in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,675,180 
and 5,698,895. 

Contemporary stacked die configurations, like those 
described and illustrated in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,675,180 and 
5,698,895, employ a minimum signal line path length in order 
to decrease propagation delay of the signals on those lines. 
Decreasing the propagation delay tends to decrease the travel 
time of the signal between the die and, in turn, increase the 
speed of operation of the overall system. 

In addition to presenting a minimum propagation delay of 
the signals applied to the signal lines, stacked die configura 
tions employing a minimum signal line path length tend to 
minimize parasitic capacitance and inductance resulting from 
the interconnects. In general, this approach may promote 
faster operation because signal line lengths and correspond 
ing propagation delays are reduced. 

FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram of a plurality of conven 
tional IC die in a stacked die configuration coupled to a signal 
line employing minimal conductor length between each IC 
die. Here the plurality of IC die 310a-310d are inter-coupled 
via conductors 320a-320d, respectively. Conductors 320a 
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2 
320d represent a signal line. Load capacitances 330a-330d 
represent the load capacitance presented by IC die 310a-310d 
which are coupled to the signal line. In this regard, when 
electrically coupling IC die to signal bussing, the signal lines 
become loaded with the inherent load capacitance which is 
due to the various elements of the I/O structures disposed on 
the integrated circuit, for example, bond pads, electrostatic 
discharge protection devices, input buffer transistor capaci 
tance, and output driver transistor parasitic and interconnect 
capacitances relative to the memory device Substrate. 

Because the length of conductors 320a-320d are mini 
mized, conductors 320a-320d exhibit, as a practical matter, 
negligible inductance. Thus, load capacitances 330a-330dare 
effectively lumped producing a large overall equivalent or 
lumped capacitive characteristic. Here, the capacitive char 
acteristic is present between a ground plane 340 which is 
common to IC die 310a-310d and conductors 320a-320d. 
One method for providing an increase in bandwidth and 

overall performance of a memory system, is to increase the 
effective data rate at which data may be transferred to and 
from each memory device (i.e., the data rate). In memory 
systems, one conventional approach to achieve Such an 
increase is to increase the clock rate of the system, which 
tends to increase the data rate of the system and, in turn, the 
bandwidth. 

However, as the data rate increases in multi-chip devices 
which seek to minimize signal line lengths, the lumped 
capacitive characteristic mentioned above requires increas 
ingly more drive capability from output drivers of the IC die 
310a-310d attempting to drive data onto conductors 320a 
320c at an increased rate. That is, as the data rate increases, a 
relatively large amount of current is necessary in the same 
given period of time to drive the large overall lumped capaci 
tive characteristic at a faster rate. Driver current for an output 
driver transmitting on an un-terminated lumped capacitive 
load is illustrated in FIG.2B. The current demand from driv 
ers of the signal line correspondingly increases with an 
increase in data rate for a given lumped load capacitance. 
AS data rates increase in systems employing minimal or 

short signal lines between IC die of a stacked die device, the 
number of IC die which may be coupled along the signal line 
decrease. As mentioned above, minimal or short signal lines 
between IC die of a stacked die device tend to result in 
negligible inductance separating each load capacitance along 
the signal line. Since each IC die increases the overall lumped 
load capacitance of the signal line in Such a system, the 
maximum practical number of IC devices which may be 
coupled to the same signal line tends to become constrained 
or limited by the drive capability of the drivers on the IC die. 

Stacked die configurations employing a minimal conduc 
tor length provide relatively fast access times. These configu 
rations, however, Suffer a number of shortcomings including 
a limitation on the maximum practical number of IC devices 
which may be coupled to the same signal line—i.e., a limit on 
the amount of Vertical integration. That is, the minimum 
interconnect stacked die configurations place high demands 
on the necessary output drive which imposes an operation 
speed limitation on the system or a limitation on the number 
of devices or die coupled to the signal line. Thus, there is a 
need to provide an effective configuration which has fast 
access times, increases the operation speed of a multi-chip or 
stacked die device, and provides more flexibility in vertical 
integration. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a high speed multi-chip 
device featuring a plurality of integrated circuit die on a base 
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and/or housed in a semiconductor package. In one example, 
the present invention may be implemented in a memory sys 
tem incorporating a plurality of memory devices into one or 
more multi-chip device(s). The present invention employs 
circuitry and techniques to increase the IC densification and 
space utilization of for example, systems implemented on a 
circuit board. To this end, the present invention employs the 
Vertical dimension to more fully optimize space usage. 
The present invention may also be employed to increase 

computer system operation speed or to provide a high speed 
memory system. By employing interconnect conductors 
which include greatly reduced stub lengths and are optimized 
for high speed operation, the present invention may provide 
increased data rates and density. Using the approach of the 
present invention, demands on output drive-ability are more 
relaxed, thus more devices may be coupled into a system 
incorporating the techniques of the present invention. 

In one aspect, the present invention includes a multi-chip 
device having a first integrated circuit die, a second integrated 
circuit die, and a first transmission line. The second integrated 
circuit die is stacked on the first integrated circuit die. The first 
transmission line is defined between a first end and a second 
end, wherein the first end is electrically connected to a first 
terminal and the second end is electrically connected to a 
second terminal. A first characteristic impedance is defined 
between the first terminal and the second terminal. A first 
conductive pad disposed on the first integrated circuit die, the 
first conductive pad being electrically connected to a first 
point on the first transmission line. A second conductive pad 
disposed on the second integrated circuit die, the second 
conductive pad being electrically connected to a second point 
on the first transmission line. A second transmission line may 
be electrically connected; to the first terminal, the second 
transmission line having a second characteristic impedance, 
the second characteristic impedance being matched to (within 
70 and 130 percent of) the first characteristic impedance. In 
addition, a third transmission line may be electrically con 
nected to the second terminal, the third transmission line 
having a third characteristic impedance, the third character 
istic impedance being matched to (within 70 and 130 percent 
of) the first characteristic impedance. 

In another aspect, the present invention includes a multi 
chip device having a first and second integrated circuit die 
stacked and disposed on a base. A first conductor electrically 
connects the bond pad of the first integrated circuit die to the 
bond pad of the second integrated circuit die. A first external 
lead is electrically coupled to the first bond pad and a second 
external lead is electrically coupled to the second bond pad. 
The first conductor may be included as a portion of a trans 
mission line. According to this aspect of the present inven 
tion, the transmission line may include a characteristic 
impedance in the range of between 10 to 75 ohms. 

In yet another aspect of the present invention, a multi-chip 
device includes a plurality of integrated circuit die disposed in 
a stack configuration. Here, each integrated circuit die 
includes a plurality of bond pads. Each bond pad may be 
disposed at a periphery region of each integrated circuit die. 
According to this aspect of the present invention, a transmis 
sion line is disposed of a plurality of conductors, each con 
ductor electrically connecting two bond pads. Here, each 
bond pad of the two are disposed on a pair of adjacent inte 
grated circuit die. A termination element (e.g., a resistor) is 
connected to an end of the transmission line to terminate the 
transmission line to a termination Voltage. The resistance of 
the termination element may be matched to the characteristic 
impedance of the transmission line. 
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4 
The present invention is described in the detailed descrip 

tion, including the embodiments to follow. The detailed 
description and embodiments are given by way of illustration 
only. The scope of the invention is defined by the attached 
claims. Various modifications to the embodiments of the 
present invention remain within the scope defined by the 
attached claims. For example, the plurality of integrated cir 
cuit die may be one of a number of different types of inte 
grated circuit devices. Also, the plurality of integrated circuit 
die may be stacked vertically or horizontally and the edges of 
adjacent integrated circuit die may be disposed with or with 
out relative dimensional offset with respect to each other. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the course of the detailed description to follow, reference 
will be made to the attached drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional multi-chip device having 
a plurality of integrated circuit die disposed one on top of 
another, 

FIG. 2A illustrates a schematic representation of a plurality 
of integrated circuit die coupled to a signal line according to 
conventional configurations employing minimal conductor 
length between devices; 
FIG.2B illustrates driver current in an output driver driving 

a lumped capacitive load; 
FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D illustrate representational cross 

section views of a multi-chip device formed in accordance to 
embodiments of the present invention: 

FIG. 4A illustrates a bond pad employed in a flow-through 
bus in accordance to an embodiment of the present invention: 

FIG. 4B illustrates a plurality of pads for coupling a plu 
rality of conductors between two adjacent integrated circuit 
die in accordance to embodiments of the present invention; 

FIG. 5A illustrates a schematic of a multi-drop transmis 
sion line according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 5B illustrates driver current for an output driver driv 
ing a terminated transmission line in accordance to an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIGS. 6A, 6B, 6C, and 6D illustrate schematics of a multi 
drop transmission line and multi-chip devices formed in 
accordance to embodiments of the present invention; and 

FIGS. 7A, 7B, 7C, 7D, 8, and 9 illustrate a cross-section 
representation of a multi-chip device having a plurality of 
integrated circuit die formed according to other embodiments 
of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The present invention is directed towards a multi-chip 
device which includes a plurality of stacked integrated circuit 
(IC) die and a plurality of interconnect signal lines having 
predetermined line lengths. The plurality of IC die (for 
example, a dynamic random access memory (DRAM)) may 
be housed in a package using conventional IC packaging 
techniques, or disposed on a base having connectors such as 
ball bonds or leads for connecting to external signal lines or 
interfacing with external circuitry or devices. The plurality of 
interconnect signal lines electrically couple or interconnect 
the IC die and, under circumstances where the IC die are 
disposed on a base or substrate, interconnect the IC die to the 
base or Substrate as well. The plurality of signal lines may 
integrate a high speed bus or a “flow-through' portion of a 
high speed bus along with the plurality of integrated circuit 
die in or on the multi-chip device. The predetermined line 
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lengths may be selected to match the characteristic imped 
ance of the interconnect signal lines to external signal lines 
(or transmission lines). 
The present invention employs circuitry and techniques to 

increase the IC densification, optimize space utilization, 
increase speed, and relax output driver current in a multi-chip 
device. According to the present invention, a plurality of IC 
die occupy the horizontal or lateral area equivalent to one IC 
die footprint. Utilization of the vertical dimension more fully 
optimizes space usage in, for example, a memory system 
implemented on a circuit board. 
The present invention may be employed to increase com 

puter or memory system operation speed relative to contem 
porary systems and/or ease demands on internal device output 
drive-ability. For example, using the techniques of the present 
invention, a plurality of high speed memory devices (e.g., 
eight die or devices) may be optimized in a multi-chip device 
to operate at a Substantially increased data rate (e.g., greater 
than 400 MBits/sec) as compared to data rates of conven 
tional memory systems (e.g., 100-400 MBits/sec). The 
present invention employs transmission line techniques to 
provide high frequency range operation and increased band 
width. 

In one embodiment, the multi-chip device includes a plu 
rality of IC devices coupled to at least one multi-drop trans 
mission line. The end of the multi-drop transmission line may 
be terminated to a termination Voltage using a termination 
element (e.g., a resistor or resistive element). Conductors or 
interconnect segments comprising the multi-drop transmis 
sion line are coupled between each IC device. In one embodi 
ment, the multi-drop transmission line has a controlled 
impedance that is produced by a selected, calculated and/or 
predetermined length of conductors coupled between each 
drop point. In one example, the internal transmission line 
impedance is predetermined or selected in accordance to the 
impedance of an external signal line to prevent or minimize 
signal reflections. 

In another embodiment, the multi-chip device includes a 
plurality of IC devices coupled in a flow-through bus configu 
ration. Here, the plurality of IC devices are coupled to at least 
one multi-drop transmission line. Both ends of the multi-drop 
transmission line couple to circuitry which is external to the 
multi-chip device via, for example, ball bonds or pins. In this 
embodiment, a portion of a transmission line bus may be 
realized directly within the multi-chip device itself using a 
flow-through approach. A plurality of multi-chip devices may 
be coupled in a serial configuration permitting the signals to 
propagate past each multi-chip device in serial fashion. By 
bringing the bus closer to the integrated circuit die, the lengths 
of stubs (i.e., conductors which electrically connect the signal 
lines of the bus to the circuitry on the IC die) are reduced and 
operation speeds may be increased significantly compared to 
conventional systems which feature conventional IC devices 
having leads coupled to a transmission line bus on an external 
printed circuit board. 

With reference to FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3D, representational 
cross-section views of a multi-chip device formed in accor 
dance with embodiments of the present invention is are illus 
trated. Multi-chip device 400 includes IC die 4.10a-410h, base 
420, spacer 430, conductors 440a-440i, and termination ele 
ment 450. IC die 4.10a-410h are disposed on base 420. IC die 
410a-410h are disposed one on top of another in a “stacked' 
configuration. Alternatively, IC die 410a-410h may be dis 
posed side by side, or edge to edge on a two dimensional plane 
while incorporating the techniques of the present invention. 

Conductors 440a-440i interconnect IC die 410a-410h and 
resistor 450. Conductors 440a-440h are coupled between 
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6 
bond pads (not shown) on adjacent die of IC die 4.10a-410h. 
That is, conductor 44.0a is connected between substrate 420 
and bond pad(s) on IC die 410a, conductors 440b-440h are 
connected between bond pads on IC die 4.10a-410h, conduc 
tor 440i is connected between bond pad(s) on IC die 410h and 
termination element 450, and conductor 440 is connected 
between termination element 450 and a termination voltage 
(not shown), for example, Vcc. Conductors 440a-440 may be 
formed using various technologies such as wire bonding, or 
flexible circuit tape. In accordance with this specific embodi 
ment of the present invention, conductors 440a-440 or con 
ductors 440b-440 form a transmission line. 

With continued reference to FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3D, base 
420 may be a common IC Substrate Such as a ball grid array 
(BGA) substrate or pin grid array (PGA). IC die 410a-410h 
may be mounted on base 420 and encapsulated, for example, 
in epoxy over-mold 425. Connectors such as leads or ball 
bonds couple the transmission line to external devices, for 
example, a memory controller, other multi-chip devices, or 
bus transceivers via external signal lines or external transmis 
sion lines. For simplicity, only one connector, electrically 
connected to external transmission line 460 is shown. Simi 
larly, only one transmission line comprising conductors 
440a-440h coupled to external transmission line 460 via con 
nector 455 is shown. A plurality of connectors, such as ball 
bonds or leads may couple respective transmission lines to a 
corresponding plurality of external signal lines. 

Impedance ratios are often employed in determining how 
well signal energy is transported between the external signal 
line and the transmission line (i.e., conductors 440a-440 and 
associated load capacitances). The characteristic impedance 
value of the external transmission line 460 may be matched to 
the characteristic impedance of the internal transmission line 
using various techniques described below. These character 
istic impedance values may be suitably matched to optimize 
the signal energy transport or to Substantially eliminate signal 
reflection from occurring. 

With further reference to FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3D, termina 
tion element 450 terminates an end of the transmission line to 
a termination voltage (not shown), e.g., Vdd or GND. Termi 
nation element 450, in a preferred embodiment, is a resistor or 
resistive element which is matched to the characteristic 
impedance of the internal transmission line. For example, 
each of conductors 440a-440 may be selected as 4 mm length 
bond wires in forming a transmission line with characteristic 
impedance of 28 ohms. The length, diameter, and inductance 
of these bond wires are ready examples of parameters which 
significantly impact the characteristic impedance of the inter 
nal transmission line. Termination element 450 may be 
selected as a 28 ohm resistor to match the transmission line 
impedance of 28 ohms. It should be noted that termination 
element 450 may be appropriately selected to avoid or mini 
mize signal reflections from occurring when multi-chip 
device 400 is in operation. 

It should be noted that termination element 450, although 
illustrated as external to the IC die 410, may be implemented 
on one or more of the IC die 410. U.S. Pat. No. 6,308.232 
describes and illustrates implementing a termination element 
on at least one IC die in a memory system/subsystem envi 
ronment. Commonly owned U.S. Pat. No. 6,308.232 is 
hereby incorporated by reference. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 3A and 3D, an edge 
of each IC die may be horizontally offset, positioned or 
skewed by a distance"d (for example, disapproximately 3.9 
mm) with respect to an edge of a vertically adjacent IC die. 
The offset feature, in conjunction with the conductor layout, 
is illustrated in more detail in FIG.3C. The offset feature may 
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be employed to allow a predetermined spacing between pads 
on adjacent IC die. The lengths of each conductor electrically 
connected between the pads may be selected in accordance to 
the predetermined spacing in an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

Spacer 430, (e.g., polyimide) is disposed between verti 
cally adjacent IC die. Spacer 430 may be disposed to adjust or 
allow clearance for coupling conductors between two adja 
cent IC die and/or for thermal considerations. In one embodi 
ment, the spacer material includes a thickness of 0.5 mm and 
each die includes a thickness of 0.06 mm. 

With reference to FIG.3B, a plurality of IC dies 410a-410h 
are disposed and aligned as a single column instead of being 
horizontally offset with respect to one another as is shown in 
FIG. 3A. Here, the back of each IC die is disposed over the 
face of each IC die positioned immediately underneath in a 
stack configuration. Alternatively, IC die 410a-410h may be 
disposed back to back, face to face or in a combination 
thereof. In addition, the plurality of IC die may be disposed 
horizontally with an edge of each IC die disposed on a com 
mon horizontal plane. This is equivalent to rotating the multi 
chip device stack configuration illustrated in FIG. 3B by 
ninety degrees. 
By disposing each of IC die back to back, pads disposed at 

a periphery region of an adjacent or opposite edge of each die 
may be coupled to conductors as shown in FIG. 3D. Here, 
conductors 490b-490h are coupled between bond pads (not 
shown) on adjacent die of IC die 495a-495h. Back sides of 
each of IC die 495a-495h are attached to back sides of IC die 
410a-410h. 

With continued reference to FIG. 3B, a thermally conduc 
tive spacer 470 is disposed between adjacent IC die. Here, 
thermally conductive spacer 470 aids in dissipating heat gen 
erated when in operation. It should be noted that thermally 
conductive spacer 470 may also be implemented in the 
embodiments of FIGS 3A and 3D. 

FIGS. 3A and 3D illustrate one conductor coupled between 
pairs of adjacent IC die. It should be noted that IC die 410a 
410h each may include a respective plurality of bond pads for 
coupling a plurality of conductors between two adjacent IC 
die. This is illustrated in FIG. 4B. Here, a plurality of pads 
550a-550d are disposed on a periphery region of IC die 410a 
410h. Conductors, for example, bond wires, may couple pads 
aligned proximally on vertically adjacent IC die. 

With continued reference to FIG. 4B, each conductor may 
be considered as an impedance in a multi-drop transmission 
line. Each of pads 550a-550d may be considered as a drop 
point at which each load of the multi-drop transmission line is 
coupled thereto. Each of pads 550a-550d may be spaced 
equidistant from one another and/or have identical structures 
to match electrical characteristics which may be effectuated 
by the IC Substrate, electrostatic discharge protection devices, 
input transistors, output drivers, and input/output (I/O) inter 
connect layout parasitics, etc. Each of pads 550a-550d and 
associative circuit features, (e.g., input receivers, electrostatic 
discharge protection devices, output drivers, on-chip inter 
connect, etc) typically contribute a capacitive load character 
istic to the multi-drop transmission line. By connecting the 
transmission line directly on the bond pads of the IC die (see 
FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3D, 7A and 7B), the need for conventional I/O 
structures (such as package leads) which may typically con 
tribute to longer stub lengths are eliminated. Decreasing stub 
lengths minimizes discontinuities along the transmission line 
and permits the impedance of the transmission line to be more 
readily controlled. 

According to one aspect of the present invention, one 
important electrical characteristic stems from the inductance 
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8 
to capacitance ratio associated with each conductor and 
capacitive load coupling vertically adjacent pads. The induc 
tance to capacitance ratio is often described in terms of char 
acteristic impedance by taking the square root thereof. By 
Substantially matching characteristic impedance of a trans 
mission line formed by conductor 440b-440h (FIGS. 3A and 
3B) and associated I/O load capacitances, optimum energy 
transfer occurs. 
A reflection coefficient is indicative of the relative amount 

of signal reflection (e.g., voltage reflection) which may occur 
at a point or junction of two impedances e.g., the point where 
conductors 440a-440 meet external transmission line 460. 
Characterizing conductors 440a-440 by an impedance Zo", 
and external transmission line 460 by an impedance Zo', 
reflection percentages and reflection coefficients for an 
example Zo' value of 50 ohms and corresponding range of 
Zo" values is shown in table 1. If Zo', Zo" and termination 
element 450 (FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3D) are perfectly matched, 
then the reflection coefficient is zero and perfect matching of 
impedances occurs. Instead of being perfectly matched, 
impedances Zo' and Zo" may be matched to be within a range 
of each other. That is Zo' and Zo" may be matched in a range 
of impedance values that may result in Small reflections. It 
should be noted that termination element 450 is assumed to be 
perfectly matched to Zo" in the example above. 

For example, in an embodiment according to the present 
invention, impedances Zo' and Zo" may matched in the range 
of between approximately 70 and 130 percent. In table 1, this 
range corresponds to a range of reflection coefficients of 
between approximately minus eighteen and twelve. Relative 
reflections outside of this range may be detrimental to opera 
tion, depending on the margins employed in the signaling 
scheme. Margins are typically threshold points which distin 
guish between Voltage or current amplitudes and correspond 
ing symbol representations or definitions. 

TABLE 1 

Zo ZO' coefficient 
(ohms) (ohms) of reflection % match 

50 27 -30 S4 
50 29 -27 58 
50 32 -22 64 
50 35 -18 70 
50 39 -12 78 
50 42 -9 84 
50 47 -3 94 
50 50 O 100 
50 52 2 104 
50 57 7 114 
50 63 12 128 
50 69 16 138 
50 76 21 152 
50 83 25 166 
50 92 30 184 

FIG. 5A illustrates an electrical representation of a multi 
drop transmission line in accordance with an embodiment of 
the present invention as illustrated in FIGS. 3A and 3B. Multi 
drop transmission line 600 is employed in multi-chip device 
400 to couple pads on IC die 410a-410h and termination 
element 450 (FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3D). In FIG. 5A, IC die 
model 610a-610h include equivalent load capacitances 630a 
630h to a common or ground potential. In this embodiment, a 
plurality of equivalent inductance elements 620a-620h are 
coupled between each equivalent load capacitance 630a 
630h of each IC die model 610a-610h. Each equivalent induc 
tance element 620a-620h models a conductor having a cal 
culated, derived, predetermined, Substantially equal, uniform 
or non-minimum length. 
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End 640 may be coupled to an external signal line having a 
calculated, predetermined, simulated or approximated 
“external characteristic impedance value. This “external 
characteristic impedance value may be utilized informing the 
multi-chip device in accordance to another embodiment illus 
trated below. 

In operation, equivalent inductance elements 620a-620h 
and equivalent load capacitances 630a-630h may relate a 
given propagation delay time between adjacent load capaci 
tances. By introducing the delay time, each of load capaci 
tances 630a-630h is charged in a more serial fashion by a 
signal being driven from one signal line end 640. This results 
in a relatively smaller amount of current required to drive the 
signal line than the multi-chip device employing the mini 
mum interconnect approach. This is illustrated in FIG. 5A 
when compared to the driver current characteristic in the 
un-terminated lumped capacitive example illustrated in FIG. 
2B. 
The minimum interconnect approach employed in the con 

ventional multi-chip device described above produced more 
of a large lumped capacitive characteristic thus requiring a 
relatively larger amount of current drive by the drivers. By 
way of comparison, the lumped capacitance effect is avoided 
in the present invention and Smaller sized driver circuits may 
be used due to the smaller current drive requirements. Smaller 
sized driver circuits occupy less area on an IC die and tend to 
be easier to realize. In addition, since demands on output 
drive-ability of each IC die is more relaxed, an increased 
number of IC may be coupled along a transmission line in the 
multi-chip device. 

Based on a minimum impedance (Z) and load capaci 
tance (C), one method for determining an optimized mini 
mum inductance value for the inductance elements 620a 
620d illustrates an aspect of the present invention. The 
minimum impedance Z of the bond wire may be calculated 
by dividing the desired Voltage Swing (dv) on the signal line 
by the amount of current (i) to be driven on the signal line (i.e., 
Zdv/i) by an IC die (i.e., by an output driver). The mini 
mum inductance L, may be then calculated using the rela 
tionship: 

Lmin = (Zminx VCed 

wherein, C is the load capacitance exhibited by the IC die. 
For example, in a specific embodiment, IC die presents a 

load capacitance of 2.2 pF and utilizes a voltage swing of 800 
mV along with a driver current (i) of 26.7 mA. Substituting in 
the equation above yields an L, of 1.57 n. 

Based on the resonant frequency (coo), an example method 
for determining an optimized maximum inductance value for 
the conductors may be illustrated. For example, the maximum 
inductance L. may be calculated using the relationship: 

1 2 

- -, C) 27, X(t), XV Cod 

For example, where the operation frequency is 500 MHz, 
as a rule of thumb, the resonant frequency (coo) of, for 
example, a bond wire implemented in one of the conductors 
440a-440i in FIG. 3A, should be higher than the third har 
monic (i.e., greater than 1.5 GHZ) of the operating frequency. 
Substituting 1.5 GHZ, as the resonant frequency (), and load 
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capacitance of 2.2 pF into the equation above yields a maxi 
mum inductance (L.) of 5.12 n. 

Thus, in the foregoing example, the target inductance range 
for each of the inductance elements 620a-620d is between 
1.57 nH and 5.12 nH. In calculating the target inductance 
range, a conductor having a predetermined length may then 
be formed to suit the physical constraints of the multi-chip 
device. For example, by applying the above range to a bond 
wire having an inductance of 1 mH per 2.5 mm yields a 
conductor having a length in the range of between 4 mm and 
12.8 mm. 
The specific impedance values, frequencies, dimensions, 

and relationships between the same are provided as examples 
only. Other methods may be employed to select, determine, 
calculate, define or control the inductance of conductors 
660a-660h to create the multi-drop transmission line 600. For 
example, a field solver (a software tool which calculates the 
spatial and temporal distributions of electric and magnetic 
fields in the system) or a computer program performing simu 
lations which include factors based on parasitics and/or elec 
tromagnetic phenomena may be employed. Moreover, other 
types of calculations and/or factors may be deemed more 
appropriate based on the specific multi-chip device applica 
tion or operation frequency. 

With reference to FIG. 6A, a schematic diagram of a multi 
drop transmission line formed in accordance to an embodi 
ment of the present invention is illustrated. Here, multi-drop 
transmission line 700 may be employed to calculate the unit 
length of conductors 730a-730c to match impedance between 
multi-drop transmission line 700 and the characteristic 
impedance of one or more external signal line connected 
thereto. Multi-drop transmission line 700 is housed inside IC 
package 705 of a multi-chip device. This example is equally 
applicable in disposing conductors in, for example, multi 
chip device 400 of FIGS. 3A and 3B. 
A plurality of IC device models 710a-710d include repre 

sentative load capacitances 720a-720d each coupled to a 
transmission line comprising conductors 730a-730c. Signal 
lines 74.0a and 740b represent external signal lines, for 
example, external signal lines of a bus. In this configuration, 
the transmission line may model a portion of a bus which may 
be impedance matched to adjacent external portions thereof 
for optimal, high speed operation. 

According to an embodiment of the present invention, the 
characteristic impedance of signal lines 74.0a and 740b along 
with the unloaded impedance of conductors 730a-730c may 
be employed to dispose the pitch “P” of each conductor 
730a-730c. In this specific embodiment, external signal lines 
740a and 740b include a wider section than conductors 730a 
730c. Since the impedance of a conductor decreases as the 
width of the conductor is increased, the impedance observed 
at signal lines 74.0a and 740b is less than the impedance of 
conductors (i.e., 730a-730c). This is assuming a constant 
dielectric characteristic and an unloaded State (i.e. with no 
load capacitances 720a-720d attached to the transmission 
line). Although different widths are shown, other physical 
characteristics may dispose mismatched impedance between 
transmission line 700 and signal lines 74.0a and 740b in the 
unloaded state. The impedance of conductors 730a-730c will 
decrease when load capacitances 720a-720d are connected to 
conductors 730a-730c as shown in FIG. 6A. In this specific 
embodiment, pitch “P” is calculated to yield a specific 
“loaded impedance (Z) to match the characteristic imped 
ance of signal lines 74.0a and 740b to the characteristic imped 
ance of a transmission line formed by conductors 730a-730c 
along with load capacitors 720a-720d. As such, spacing “P” 
may be calculated using the relationship: 
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Cload 
P = L 

z - C 

where: C, represents common load capacitances 720a 
720d; 

Zo is the characteristic impedance of conductors 730a 
730c (matched to the signal lines 730a-740d); and 

L and C are distributed inductance and capacitance values 
respectively. 

It should be noted that other methods may be employed to 
determine, calculate, define or control the length of conduc 
tors 730a-730c to create the multi-drop transmission line 
model 700, for example, computer assisted layout and mod 
eling. In addition, other methods may be employed to match 
the multi-drop transmission line impedance to external signal 
lines, for example, field solvers may be employed to calculate 
the capacitances and inductances in a memory system. 

Another approach employed to match the impedance of the 
multi-drop transmission line to the impedances of external 
transmission lines (i.e., signal lines) may utilize an additional 
internal/external transmission line, stub, or means to alter the 
impedance between a pair of 10 terminals defining the imped 
ance to be matched. To exemplify this approach, FIGS. 6B 
and 6C illustrate embodiments of a multi-chip device coupled 
to external transmission lines in a “flow-through' approach. 
FIG. 6C illustrates the employment of an additional transmis 
sion line to match the impedance viewed between two termi 
nals. The “flow-through' approach is described in more detail 
below with reference to FIGS. 7A and 7B and is shown here 
by way of example. The techniques employed to match 
impedances using one or more additional transmission lines 
may apply to the terminated approach described above and 
shown in FIG. 6D. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 6B, impedances of transmission 
lines 655 and 663 are substantially matched to the impedance 
of multi-drop transmission line 685. Multi-drop transmission 
line 655 includes an impedance of 30 ohms and is electrically 
connected to transmission lines 685 and 663 at terminals 665 
and 670 respectively. The multi-drop transmission line 
impedance viewed between terminals 665 and 670 and trans 
mission lines 655 and 663 are each 30 ohms, respectively. 
Thus, the impedances of transmission lines 655, 663 and 
multi-drop transmission line 655 are substantially matched 
(e.g., within 70-130 percent). These impedances may also be 
matched to within a range of each other as described above. 
Moreover, a plurality of transmission lines may be employed 
in like fashion with the techniques described herein. 

In FIG. 6C, the same numbers are utilized to connote like 
elements in multi-chip device 680. Multi-drop transmission 
line 685 includes an impedance of 40 ohms and is electrically 
connected in parallel with external transmission line 690 
disposed between terminals 665 and 670. An impedance (Z) 
of 30 ohms results between terminals 665 and 670 from the 
parallel combination of the 40 ohm impedance of multi-drop 
transmission line 685 and the 120 ohm impedance of external 
transmission line 690. The impedance of external transmis 
sion line is 690 selected to substantially match impedances in 
the system. By matching impedances, similar delays result 
between terminals 665 and 670 when multi-chip devices 650 
and 680 are in operation. 

Other techniques may be employed to match impedances 
in the system, for example, in FIG. 6D, a stub line 690 is 
employed to match impedances. In this embodiment, trans 
mission line 685 is terminated using a 40 ohm resistor. In yet 
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other alternate embodiments, instead of being perfectly 
matched, impedances may be matched to be in the range of 
between 70 and 130 percent as described above in reference 
to Table 1. 

In an embodiment of the present invention, the internal 
multi-drop transmission line may include an impedance in the 
range of between 10 to 75 ohms. Although shown as being 
disposed external to multi-chip device 680, external transmis 
sion line 690 may be also be disposed internally and, for 
example, be adjusted using fusible links. 

With reference to FIGS. 7A and 7B, a cross-section repre 
sentation of a multi-chip device having a plurality of IC die 
according to another embodiment of the present invention is 
illustrated. In these embodiments, two IC die 'stacks' 810 
and 820 are disposed on base 830. Here each of IC die stacks 
810 and 820 are disposed in a similar configuration: as the 
plurality of IC die shown in FIG. 3A. The IC die stacks 810 
and 820 may also be disposed in a manner which is similar to 
the configuration of FIG. 3B. 

In these specific embodiments, conductor 850 is employed 
to couple conductors between IC stack 810 and IC stack 820. 
In the embodiment shown in FIG. 7A, conductor 850 is dis 
posed of a printed circuit board (PCB). In the embodiment of 
FIG. 7B, conductor 850 is disposed on a flexible polyimide 
substrate. Conductors disposed on a flexible substrate will 
hereinafter be referenced to as flex tape to denote any one of 
a number of flexible Substrate materials supporting conduc 
tors or conductive traces. One embodiment of flex tape is 
illustrated in FIG. 7C. For simplicity, four conductive traces 
870a-870d (i.e., copper interconnect) are shown residing on 
flex tape 865. By way of note, portions of conductive trace 
870d are indicated as extending over corresponding formed 
apertures 875a-875d. Each of these portions is notched so as 
to form a break in a predetermined location over each of 
apertures 875a-875d as will be described below. 

With reference to FIGS. 7C and 7D, a method of forming a 
multi-chip device using flex tape according to an embodiment 
of the present invention will now be described. A plurality of 
IC die 880a-880d are formed and positioned as described 
above with reference to multi-chip device 400. Flex tape 865 
is disposed Such that each aperture is aligned over an proxi 
mal to pads exposed at a periphery region of IC die 880a 
880d. Each portion of corresponding conductive traces 870a 
870d that extend across each aperture (hereinafter referred to 
as “each portion') is broken at each notch location and bent to 
contact each pad situated beneath. In this embodiment a 
thermo-compression bonder applies mechanical force and 
heat to each portion to form the bond. The mechanical force 
forces a break to occur at the notched location. The mechani 
cal force also causes each “broken portion to extrude 
through each aperture to contact each pad. The heat and 
mechanical energy causes each portion to bond to each pad. 
The thermo-compression bonder includes a plurality of 
beams that provide the heat and linear motion perpendicular 
to the plane of flex tape 865. During the bond process, each 
Small beam travels in a linear path perpendicular to the plane 
of the aperture toward the pad and applies heat when the 
contact is made between each portion and the pad. 

With further reference to FIGS. 7A and 7B Multi-chip 
device 800 may be incorporated in a “flow-through bus 
approach. More specifically, a portion of a system bus may be 
realized directly in multi-chip device 800. For simplicity, 
only one multi-drop transmission line is shown and it is 
understood that the bus includes a plurality of multi-drop 
transmission lines. A plurality of multi-chip device 800 may 
be coupled in a serial configuration permitting the signals to 
propagate through each multi-chip device in serial fashion. 
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Multi-chip device 800 may be incorporated into a memory 
system with external termination elements (e.g., resistor ele 
ments) terminating each multi-drop transmission line at one 
end to avoid signal reflections. The termination element may 
also be implemented within one or more of the IC die of IC 
stack 810 and/or IC stack 820. In alternate embodiments, the 
termination element may be disposed on at least one IC die. 

Opposite ends of the multi-drop transmission line may be 
coupled via leads or ball bonds situated proximal to or at 
corresponding ends of base 830. In operation, signals in a 
memory system (not shown) incorporating multi-chip device 
800 may transport information Such as clock, data, address 
information or control information via one end of the multi 
drop transmission line, for example 860a. The signals propa 
gate along conductors disposed between the IC die and exit at 
an opposite end of multi-drop transmission line, for example 
860b. The opposite end of the multi-drop transmission line 
may be terminated to a termination Voltage using a termina 
tion element (e.g., an external resistor) or may couple to 
another multi-drop transmission line in another multi-chip 
device 800. The direction of transport may also be bi-direc 
tional, i.e., signals may propagate from 860b to 860a and vice 
WSa. 

FIG. 4A illustrates the broader concept of the flow-through 
approach according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. In the broadest concept, signal lines of a bus enter at one 
portion of IC package 557 and exit through another portion of 
IC package 557. A plurality of leads 555a-555d and 556a 
556d each connected to a corresponding bond pad 561a-561d. 
This approach may be well Suited for tape automated bonding 
(TAB) type packaging. 
A stub is commonly known as a routed connection which 

deviates from the primary path of a signal line. Stubs are often 
created by leads and other packaging connections disposed to 
couple a conventional IC device to signal lines on a printed 
circuit board. Stubs which are too long may have adverse 
affects on a signal line, creating unwanted signal reflections. 
According to the present invention, the flow through 
approach alleviates stub lengths in the system normally cre 
ated by conventional packaging I/O structures, such as leads. 
Indeed, the minimum interconnect is disposed between the 
signal line of the bus and the bond pad of the integrated circuit 
device. 

In another embodiment, multi-chip device 800 may be 
coupled in series with multi-chip device 400 (FIG. 3A and/or 
FIG. 3B). This configuration benefits from an on-chip or 
integrated resistor terminating the end of each signal line of 
the bus. Thus, no external resistoris required in this approach. 

Several resistor terminated Stacks, such as the resistorter 
minated stacks 910 and 920 shown in FIG.8 may be incor 
porated into multi-chip device 900 and employed into, for 
example, a memory system which utilizes two independently 
operated busses. Here each bus may be coupled to each of 
resistor terminated stacks 910 and 920. Although, resistor 
terminated stacks 910 and 920 are the same as those shown in 
multi-chip device 400 in FIG. 3A, any stack configuration 
may be employed, such as those shown in FIG. 3B, and/or 
multi-chip device 800 from FIGS. 7A and 7B. Moreover, 
additional stacks may be incorporated into multi-chip device 
900 depending on the number of independent busses 
employed in the memory system, for example, four stacks 
may be employed in a system configured with four indepen 
dently operated busses. 

According to the present invention the plurality of IC die 
may comprise one or more types of IC devices for example, a 
plurality of memory die, a controller die and memory die, or 
a processor, controller and plurality of memory die. With 
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reference to FIG. 9, a diagram representing a multi-chip 
device in accordance to another embodiment of the present 
invention is illustrated. In this embodiment multi-chip device 
900 includes a plurality of stacked memory devices 910a 
910d, and controller 920. Bus 930 comprising a plurality of 
controlled impedance multi-drop transmission lines (only 
three are shown for simplicity) couples memory devices 
910a-910d to controller 920 and is bound “on-device. In this 
embodiment, resistor terminators 94.0a-940c are disposed on 
device 950 to terminate respective transmission lines of bus 
930. A plurality of via connections 960 couple pads on the 
controller to external leads or solder balls (not shown) sepa 
rately from bus effectively isolating bus to be on the multi 
chip device. 

While this invention has been described in connection with 
what is presently considered to be the most practical embodi 
ments, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to 
the disclosed embodiments. In this regard, one of ordinary 
skill in the art might readily recognize that the multi-chip 
device in accordance to the present invention may comprise 
various configurations in which a plurality of IC devices are 
disposed along a multi-drop transmission line and positioned 
on a base and/or housed inside an IC package. The multi-drop 
transmission line may be terminated at one or two ends or 
may be implemented in a flow-through approach. Indeed, the 
embodiments disclosed cover various modifications that are 
within the scope of the invention as defined in the following 
claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An integrated circuit (IC) device, comprising: 
a substrate connecting connected to an external transmis 

sion line having a first impedance; 
a plurality of IC dies arranged in a stacked configuration on 

the substrate; 
a termination element having a second impedance; and 
a multi-drop transmission line connecting bond pads asso 

ciated with selected ones of the plurality of IC dies 
between the external transmission line and the termina 
tion element, wherein the multi-drop transmission line 
has a third impedance matched to at least one of the first 
and second impedances. 

2. The IC device of claim 1, wherein the third impedance 
matches at least one of the first and second impedances by a 
percentage in a range of from 70 percent to 130 percent. 

3. The IC device of claim 1, further comprising an imped 
ance matching stub line connected to the at least one of the 
external transmission line and the multi-drop transmission 
line. 

4. The IC device of claim 1, wherein the plurality of IC dies 
comprises a first vertical Stack of IC dies and a separate, 
second vertical stack of IC dies. 

5. An integrated circuit (IC) device comprising: 
an external transmission line having a first impedance; 
a plurality of IC dies arranged in a stacked configuration; 

and 
a multi-drop transmission line having a second impedance 

and electrically connecting the plurality of the IC dies to 
the external transmission line, wherein the second 
impedance is matched to the first impedance. 

6. The IC device of claim 5, wherein the external transmis 
sion line comprises a first segment having the first impedance 
and second segment having a third impedance; and 

wherein the multi-drop transmission line is connected in 
parallel with the second segment of the external trans 
mission line such that the effective impedance of the 
parallel combination is matched to the first impedance. 
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7. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line further comprises: 

a first transmission line segment connecting the external 
transmission line and a first bond pad on a first IC die of 
the plurality IC dies; 

a second transmission line segment connecting the first 
bond pad and a second bond padon a second IC die of the 
plurality of IC dies; and, 

a third transmission line segment connecting to the ter 
minal termination element to a respective bond pad on 
an IC die of the plurality of IC dies other than the first IC 
die. 

8. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line comprises at least one bond wire 
and a flex tape. 

9. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, including: 
a plurality of multi-drop transmission lines; 
a first plurality of pads disposed on a first IC die of the 

plurality of IC dies, wherein each pad of the first plural 
ity of pads is electrically connected to a respective multi 
drop transmission line of the plurality of multi-drop 
transmission lines; and 

a second plurality of pads disposed on a second IC die of 
the plurality of IC dies, wherein each pad of the second 
plurality of pads is electrically connected to a respective 
multi-drop transmission line of the plurality of transmis 
sion lines. 

10. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, further com 
prising: 

a first principal Surface of the Substrate mounting a first IC 
die of the plurality of IC dies, and a second principal 
surface of the substrate opposite the first principal Sur 
face comprising a ball grid array; 

wherein the multi-drop transmission line is electrically 
connected to the external transmission line through a 
portion of the ball grid array. 

11. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, the multi-drop 
transmission line comprising a first transmission line, and 
the wherein the bond pads connecting connect to the first 
transmission line comprising respective first bond pads; the 
integrated circuit device further comprising: 

a second transmission line having a fourth impedance con 
necting at least a second bond pad on a respective IC die 
of the plurality of IC dies between a second an external 
bus having a fifth impedance and a second termination 
element having a sixth impedance, wherein the fourth 
impedance is matched with at least one of the fifth 
impedance and sixth impedance. 

12. The integrated circuit device of claim 11, wherein the 
external transmission line is a first external transmission line, 
the integrated circuit device further comprising: 

a first principal Surface of the Substrate mounting a first IC 
die of the plurality of IC dies, and a second principal 
surface of the substrate opposite the first principal Sur 
face comprising a ball grid array; 

wherein first transmission line is electrically connected to 
the first external transmission line through a first portion 
of the ball grid array and the second transmission line 
connects to the second external transmission line via a 
second portion of the ball grid array. 

13. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, wherein the 
termination element is a resistor electrically connected 
between an end of the multi-drop transmission line and a 
Voltage terminal. 

14. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, wherein a 
resistance value for the termination element is matched to the 
third impedance. 
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15. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, further com 

prising a plurality of spacers, wherein each spacer is disposed 
between vertically adjacent IC dies of the plurality of IC dies, 
and wherein the plurality of IC dies and the plurality of 

5 spacers are encapsulated. 
16. The integrated circuit device of claim 15, wherein the 

multi-drop transmission line comprises a plurality of seg 
ments, a first segment connecting the external bus to a first 
bond pad on a first IC die in the plurality of IC dies, additional 
segments respectively connecting bond pads between the Ver 
tically adjacent IC dies, and a final segment connecting a first 
bond pad on a last IC die in the plurality of IC dies to the 
termination element. 

17. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, wherein a first 
IC die in the plurality of IC dies is a controller and at least one 
of the other IC dies in the plurality of IC dies is a memory 
device. 

18. The integrated circuit device of claim 1, wherein an 
edge of a first IC die of the plurality of IC dies is offset with 
respect to an edge of a second IC die of the plurality of IC dies 
to expose a periphery region on the first IC die, and wherein 
a first conductive pad on the first IC die is disposed at the 
periphery region. 

19. The integrated circuit device of claim I, wherein the 
integrated circuit device is a multi-chip device. 

20. The integrated circuit device of claim I, wherein the 
external transmission line is external to the plurality of IC 
dies. 

21. The integrated circuit device of claim I, wherein the 
first impedance, the second impedance, and the third imped 
ance each comprise a characteristic impedance. 

22. The integrated circuit device of claim I, wherein at least 
One of the first and second impedances match the third imped 
ance by a percentage in a range of 70 percent to 130 percent. 

23. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein the 
integrated circuit device is a multi-chip device. 

24. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein the 
external transmission line is external to the plurality of IC 

40 dies. 
25. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein the 

first impedance, and the second impedance each comprise a 
characteristic impedance. 

26. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein the 
45 first impedance matches the second impedance by a percent 

age in a range of 70 percent to 130 percent. 
27. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein the 

external transmission line is coupled to a substrate. 
28. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, filrther com 

50 prising an impedance matching stub line connected to the 
multi-drop transmission line. 

29. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein the 
plurality of IC dies comprises a first vertical stack of IC dies 
and a separate, second vertical stack of IC dies. 

30. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line includes a termination element. 

31. The integrated circuit device of claim 30, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line further comprises. 

a first transmission line segment connecting the external 
transmission line and a first bond pad on a first IC die of 
the plurality IC dies, 

a second transmission line segment connecting the first 
bond pad and a second bond pad on a second IC die of 
the plurality of IC dies, and, 

a third transmission line segment connecting the termina 
tion element and a respective bond pad on an IC die of 
the plurality of IC dies other than the first IC die. 
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32. The integrated circuit device of claim 30, wherein the 
termination element is a resistor electrically connected 
between an end of the multi-drop transmission line and a 
voltage terminal. 

33. The integrated circuit device of claim 30, wherein a 
resistance value for the termination element is matched to the 
first impedance. 

34. The integrated circuit device of claim 30, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line comprises a plurality of seg 
ments, a first segment connecting the external bus to a first 
bond pad on a first IC die in the plurality of IC dies, additional 
segments respectively connecting bond pads between verti 
cally adjacent IC dies, and a final segment connecting a first 
bond pad on a last IC die in the plurality of IC dies to the 
termination element. 

35. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line comprises at least one bond wire 
and a flex tape. 

36. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, including: 
a plurality of multi-drop transmission lines, 
a first plurality of pads disposed on a first IC die of the 

plurality of IC dies, wherein each pad of the first plural 
ity of pads is electrically connected to a respective multi 
drop transmission line of the plurality of multi-drop 
transmission lines, and 

a second plurality of pads disposed on a second IC die of 
the plurality of IC dies, wherein each pad of the second 
plurality of pads is electrically connected to a respective 
multi-drop transmission line of the plurality of multi 
drop transmission lines. 

37. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, filrther com 
prising: 

a first principal surface of the substrate mounting a first IC 
die of the plurality of IC dies, and a second principal 
surface of the substrate opposite the first principal sur 
face comprising a ball grid array, 

wherein the multi-drop transmission line is electrically 
connected to the external transmission line through a 
portion of the ball grid array. 

38. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, filrther com 
prising a plurality of spacers, wherein each spacer is dis 
posed between vertically adjacent IC dies of the plurality of 
IC dies. 

39. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein a first 
IC die in the plurality of IC dies is a controller and at least one 
of the other IC dies in the plurality of IC dies is a memory 
device. 

40. The integrated circuit device of claim 5, wherein an 
edge of a first IC die of the plurality of IC dies is offset with 
respect to an edge of a second IC die of the plurality of IC dies 
to expose a periphery region on the first IC die, and wherein 
a first conductive pad on the first IC die is disposed at the 
periphery region. 

41. A semiconductor module, comprising: 
a plurality of IC dies stacked One on top of another, 
a termination element electrically coupled to at least one of 

the plurality of IC dies, wherein the termination element 
has a first impedance, and 
multi-drop transmission line electrically coupling at 
least two of the plurality of IC die to One another, 
wherein the multi-drop transmission line has a second 
impedance, and wherein the first impedance and the 
second impedance are substantially matched. 

42. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein the 
plurality of IC dies are stacked one on top of another from a 
first IC die to a final IC die, wherein the termination element 
is electrically coupled to the final IC die. 
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43. The semiconductor module of claim 4 I wherein the 

plurality of IC dies are stacked one on top of another from a 
first IC die to a final IC die, wherein the termination element 
is mechanically and electrically coupled to the final IC die. 

44. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein the 
plurality of IC dies are stacked one on top of another from a 
first IC die to a final IC die, and further comprising at least 
One electrical connector electrically coupled to the first IC 
die, wherein the at least one electrical connector has a third 
impedance. 

45. The semiconductor module of claim 44, wherein the 
first impedance, the second impedance, and the third imped 
ance are substantially matched. 

46. The semiconductor module of claim 44, wherein the at 
least one electrical connector and the first IC die are coupled 
to a substrate. 

47. The semiconductor module of claim 44, wherein the 
third impedance is matched to the first impedance, the second 
impedance, or both the first impedance and the second imped 
CF2Cé. 

48. The semiconductor module of claim 44, wherein the 
third impedance is matched to the second impedance by a 
percentage in a range of 70 percent to 130 percent. 

49. The semiconductor module of claim 41, filrther com 
prising an impedance matching stub line connected to the at 
least one of an external transmission line and the multi-drop 
transmission line. 

50. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein the 
plurality of IC dies comprises a first vertical stack of IC dies 
and a separate, second vertical stack of IC dies. 

51. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line further comprises. 

a first transmission line segment connecting a first bond 
pad on a first IC die of the plurality IC dies to an elec 
trical connector, 

a second transmission line segment connecting the first 
bond pad and a second bond pad on a second IC die of 
the plurality of IC dies, and, 

a third transmission line segment connecting the termina 
tion element to a respective bond pad on an IC die of the 
plurality of IC dies other than the first IC die. 

52. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line includes a bond wire, a flex tape, 
or a bond wire and a flex tape. 

53. The semiconductor module of claim 41, including: 
a plurality of multi-drop transmission lines, 
a first plurality of pads disposed on a first IC die of the 

plurality of IC dies, wherein each pad of the first plural 
ity of pads is electrically connected to a respective multi 
drop transmission line of the plurality of multi-drop 
transmission lines, and 

a second plurality of pads disposed on a second IC die of 
the plurality of IC dies, wherein each pad of the second 
plurality of pads is electrically connected to a respective 
multi-drop transmission line of the plurality of transmis 
Sion lines. 

54. The semiconductor module of claim 41, filrther com 
prising: 

a substrate having a substantially flat first surface and an 
opposing substantially flat second surface, 

a ball grid array of connectors coupled to the second 
surface, 

a first IC die of the plurality of IC dies coupled to the first 
surface, wherein the multi-drop transmission line is 
electrically connected to at least a portion of the ball 
grid array. 
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55. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein the 
termination element is a resistor electrically connected 
between an end of the multi-drop transmission line and a 
voltage terminal. 

56. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein the 5 
second impedance is a characteristic impedance of the multi 
drop transmission line, and a resistance value of the termi 
nation element substantially matches the characteristic 
impedance of the multi-drop transmission line. 

57. The semiconductor module of claim 41, further com 
prising a plurality of spacers, wherein each spacer is dis 
posed between vertically adjacent IC dies of the plurality of 
IC dies. 

58. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein the 
plurality of IC dies, termination element, and multi-drop 
transmission line are housed in a single package. 

59. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein a first 
IC die in the plurality of IC dies is a controller and at least one 
of the other IC dies in the plurality of IC dies is a memory 
device. 

60. The semiconductor module of claim 41, wherein an 
edge of a first IC die of the plurality of IC dies is offset with 
respect to an edge of a second IC die of the plurality of IC dies 
to expose a periphery region on the first IC die, and wherein 
a first conductive pad on the first IC die is disposed at the 
periphery region. 

61. A semiconductor package, comprising: 
a plurality of IC dies disposed substantially adjacent one 

another, 
a termination element electrically coupled to at least one of 

the plurality of IC dies, wherein the termination element 
has a first impedance, and 

a multi-drop transmission line electrically coupled to the 
plurality of IC die, wherein the multi-drop transmission 
line has a second impedance, and wherein the first 
impedance and the second impedance are substantially 
matched. 

62. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein the 
first impedance and the second impedance are matched to be 
within a predetermined range of each other: 

63. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein the 
first impedance is matched to the second impedance by a 
percentage in a range of 70 percent to 130 percent. 

64. The semiconductor package of claim 61, filrther com 
prising an impedance matching stub line connected to the at 
least one of an external transmission line and the multi-drop 
transmission line. 

65. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein the 
plurality of IC dies are mounted substantially coplanar to one 
another on a substrate. 

66. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line further comprises. 

a first transmission line segment connecting a first bond 
pad on a first IC die of the plurality IC dies to an elec 
trical connector, 

a second transmission line segment connecting the first 
bond pad and a second bond pad on a second IC die of 
the plurality of IC dies, and, 

a third transmission line segment connecting the termina- 60 
tion element to a respective bond pad on an IC die of the 
plurality of IC dies other than the first IC die. 

67. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein the 
multi-drop transmission line includes a bond wire, a flex tape, 
or a bond wire and a flex tape. 

68. The semiconductor package of claim 61, including: 
a plurality of multi-drop transmission lines, 
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a first plurality of pads disposed on a first IC die of the 

plurality of IC dies, wherein each pad of the first plural 
ity of pads is electrically connected to a respective multi 
drop transmission line of the plurality of multi-drop 
transmission lines, and 

a second plurality of pads disposed on a second IC die of 
the plurality of IC dies, wherein each pad of the second 
plurality of pads is electrically connected to a respective 
multi-drop transmission line of the plurality of transmis 
Sion lines. 

69. The semiconductor package of claim 61, firther com 
prising: 

a substrate having a substantially flat first surface and an 
opposing substantially flat second surface, 

a ball grid array of connectors coupled to the second 
surface, wherein the plurality of IC dies are coupled to 
the first surface, and wherein the multi-drop transmis 
Sion line is electrically connected to at least a portion of 
the ball grid array. 

70. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein the 
termination element is a resistor electrically connected 
between an end of the multi-drop transmission line and a 
voltage terminal. 

71. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein a 
resistance value for the termination element is selected to 
reduce signal reflections. 

72. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein the 
plurality of IC dies, termination element, and multi-drop 
transmission line are housed in a single package. 

73. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein a first 
IC die in the plurality of IC dies is a controller and at least one 
of the other IC dies in the plurality of IC dies is a memory 
device. 

74. The semiconductor package of claim 61, wherein said 
plurality of IC dies include a controller and multiple memory 
devices. 

75. The semiconductor package of claim 74, filrther com 
prising additional termination elements, where each termi 
nation element is electrically coupled to a respective One of 
said memory devices. 

76. The semiconductor package of claim 74, filrther com 
prising additional termination elements, where each termi 
nation element is mechanically coupled to a respective one of 
said memory devices. 

77. A semiconductor package, comprising: 
a plurality of IC dies stacked one on top of another, 
a termination element electrically coupled to at least one of 

the plurality of IC dies, wherein the termination element 
has a first impedance, and 

a multi-drop transmission line electrically coupled to at 
least two of the plurality of IC die, wherein the multi 
drop transmission line has a second impedance, and 
wherein the first impedance and the second impedance 
are selected to reduce signal reflections. 

78. A semiconductor package, comprising: 
a plurality of IC dies disposed substantially adjacent one 

another, 
a termination element electrically coupled to at least one of 

the plurality of IC dies, wherein the termination element 
has a first impedance, and 

a multi-drop transmission line electrically coupled to at 
least two of the plurality of IC die, wherein the multi 
drop transmission line has a second impedance, and 
wherein the first impedance and the second impedance 
are selected to reduce signal reflections. 

79. A semiconductor package, comprising: 
a plurality of IC dies stacked one on top of another, 
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a termination element electrically coupled to at least one of 
the plurality of IC dies, wherein the termination element 
has a first impedance, and 

a multi-drop transmission line electrically coupling at 
least two of the plurality of IC die to One another, 
wherein the multi-drop transmission line has a second 
impedance, and wherein the first impedance and the 
second impedance are matched to be within a predeter 
mined range of each other: 

80. A multi-chip device comprising: 
a plurality of IC dies arranged in a stacked configuration, 

at least one of the plurality of IC dies having an on-chip 
termination element, wherein the On-chip termination 
element has a first impedance, and 

a multi-drop transmission line electrically coupled to at 
least two of the plurality of IC dies, wherein the multi 
drop transmission line has a second impedance, and 
wherein the first impedance is matched to be in the range 
of between 70 and 130 percent of the second impedance. 

81. The multi-chip device of claim 80, wherein the plurality 
of IC dies comprise a plurality of memory dies. 

82. The multi-chip device of claim 81, wherein each of the 
plurality of memory dies includes an on-chip termination 
element. 

83. The multi-chip device of claim 80, wherein the plurality 
of IC dies comprise a controller die and at least one memory 
die. 

84. The multi-chip device of claim 82, wherein the on-chip 
termination element is implemented on the at least one 
memory die. 

85. A multi-chip package comprising: 
a substrate having a connector to be coupled to an external 

transmission line with a characteristic impedance, 
a plurality of IC dies disposed in a stacked configuration on 

the substrate, at least one of the plurality of IC dies 
including an on-chip termination element, 

an internal transmission line coupled to the plurality of IC 
dies and having One end coupled to the connector, the 
internal transmission line including a segment terminat 
ing at the On-chip termination element and having an 
impedance in a range of between 70 and 130 percent of 
the characteristic impedance. 

86. The multi-chip package of claim 85, wherein the con 
nector comprises a ball bond. 

87. A multi-chip package comprising: 
a substrate having a connector to be coupled to an external 

transmission line, 
an internal transmission line having One end coupled to the 

connector; the internal transmission line having a first 
characteristic impedance, 
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a first IC die coupled to the internal transmission line, 
a second IC die including an on-chip termination element 

coupled to the internal transmission line, the On-chip 
termination element comprising an impedance having a 
value within the range of between 70 and 130 percent of 
the first characteristic impedance. 

88. The multi-chip package of claim 87, wherein the sub 
strate comprises a ball grid array substrate. 

89. The multi-chip package of claim 87, wherein the sub 
strate comprises a flexible substrate. 

90. The multi-chip package of claim 89, wherein the sub 
strate comprises flex tape. 

91. The multi-chip package of claim 87, wherein the con 
nector comprises a ball bond. 

92. The multi-chip package of claim 87, wherein the con 
nector comprises a lead. 

93. The multi-chip package of claim 87, wherein the exter 
nal transmission line has a second characteristic impedance, 
the second characteristic impedance having a value within 
the range of between 70 and 130 percent of the first charac 
teristic impedance. 

94. A memory system comprising: 
a controller integrated circuit (IC) die, 
a first memory IC die disposed adjacent to the controller IC 

die, the memory IC die including an on-chip termination 
element having a first impedance, 

a transmission line coupled to the controller IC die and the 
On-chip termination element, the transmission line hav 
ing a characteristic impedance, wherein the first imped 
ance is within 70 to 130 percent of the value of the 
characteristic impedance. 

95. The memory system of claim 94, wherein the controller 
IC die and the memory IC die are disposed in a semiconductor 
package. 

96. The memory system of claim 95, wherein the transmis 
Sion line is disposed internal to the semiconductor package. 

97. The memory system of claim 94, wherein the memory IC 
die is disposed adjacent to the controller IC die in a stacked 
configuration. 

98. The memory system of claim 94, and further including 
a second memory die coupled to the transmission line. 

99. The memory system of claim 98, wherein the transmis 
Sion line comprises a multi-drop transmission line. 

100. The memory system of claim 94, wherein the control 
ler IC die and the memory IC die are disposed in a stacked 
configuration on a substrate. 

101. The memory system of claim 100, wherein the sub 
strate comprises a ball grid array substrate. 


